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Lot 33 Cattaleya (filly by Silvano-Catraz) 

By the same sire as outstanding filly, and  
reigning Horse Of The Year Summer Pudding, 
Cattaleya is out of a dual winning half-sister to 
the Silvano sired champion, and dual G1  
winner Aslan, making her a three-parts sister to 
that former G1 Gold Cup/G1 Summer Cup  
winner. Her dam Catraz is a full-sister to G1 
Premier's Champion Stakes runner up Captain 
In Charge, and half-sister to the dam of smart 
filly Gallic Princess (sired by Silvano's son  
Vercingetorix). 

Catraz is herself a daughter of Captain Al, 
whose sire Al Mufti ranks as the broodmare 
sire of Silvano's G1 winners Al Sahem, Bold 
Silvano and Kings Gambit. 

Lot 40 Cosmic Event  

(colt by Querari -Cosmic Dream) 
 
A full-brother to G2 The Debutante winner  
Cosmic Light, this colt is a half-brother to  
unbeaten G3 Cape Of Good Hope Nursery 
winner Cosmic Highway.  

Also closely related to the Querari sired  
Galactic Warrior, Cosmic Event's third dam is 
G2 Southern Cross Stakes winner Blushing 
Dove-dam of, among others, G1 Met runner up, 
and sire, Lion Tamer. 

His G1 winning sire continues to churn out 
stakes winners, with Querari's current  
flagbearers headed by top sprinter Rio Querari. 

(to Page 2)  

Renowned pedigree expert Sarah Whitelaw has made a close study of the entire catalogue 
for this Sunday’s CTS Cape Premier Yearling Sale at De Grendel, and came up with the  

following shortlist. (In Lot number order)    

Pedigree expert lays down the Law 
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Lot 47A King Regent  
(colt by Dynasty -Cup Of Rubies) 

A full-brother to G1 Premiers Champion Stakes 
third placegetter Crimson King and the useful 
Do Or Dare, this colt is out of a three time  
winning half-sister to G1 Vodacom Durban July/
G1 SA Classic winner Hunting Tower, sired, like 
Dynasty, by former champion South African sire 
Fort Wood.  
 
From the family of graded stakes winners  
Barahin, Mocha Java and Mocachino, Cup Of 
Rubies is directly descended from the important 
mare Cequillo -the third dam of breed shaping 
sire Fappiano. 

Lot 49 Moon Guide  
(filly by Var -Darling Moon) 
By the same sire as outstanding fillies Anything 
Goes, Val De Ra and Via Africa, Moon Guide is 
a half-sister to Listed Summer Juvenile Stakes 
winner Ambiorix, runner up in the recent G3 
Cape Of Good Hope Nursery.  
 
She is out of Lady's Slipper Stakes winner Dar-

ling Moon -a full-sister to Secretariat Stakes 
second Prince Of Orange and half-sister to dual 
G3 winner, and millionaire, Astro News. 
 
Lot 90 Unnamed  
(colt by Twice Over -Ixora) 
By the same sire as Horse Of The Year, and 
dual July winner, Do It Again, this colt is a half-
brother to six winners (to page 4)  

Pedigree expert lays down Law —from Page 1 
Lot 41 Cosmic Star  
(colt by Erupt-Cosmic Light) 

 
From the first crop of Dubawi's G1 Grand Prix 
de Paris/G1 Canadian International winning son 
Erupt, this colt is out of the Querari sired G2 
The Debutante winner Cosmic Light, a half-
sister to unbeaten G3 Cape Of Good Hope 
Nursery winner Cosmic Highway.  
 
Cosmic Star's third dam, Cosmic Dove, is an 
Elliodor half-sister to G1 Met runner up, and 
sire, Lion Tamer. 
 
Lot 46 Crimson Wings  
(filly by Rafeef-Crimson Blossom) 
 
This filly, a daughter of G1 Computaform Sprint 
and current Leading SA First Season Sire of 
2020-2021 Rafeef, lacks nothing in terms of 
pedigree.  
 

Closely inbred to breed shaping sire Danehill, 
Crimson Wings is out of G3 Final Fling Stakes 
winner Crimson Blossom (a daughter of  
outstanding sire and broodmare sire Danehill 
Dancer).  
 
From the immediate family of such standouts 
as Darshaan, Darara and Too Darn Hot,  
Crimson Blossom is already dam of G3 Gold 
Cup winner Dynasty's Blossom, and 2 other 
black type horses. 
 

Lot 46 

Lot 49 
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Handicap winning dam Limerick (by champion 
sire and broodmare sire Fort Wood) is  

responsible for eight winners, who, between 
them, have won 27 races. Limerick herself is a 
half-sister to the dam of G2 Al Rashidiya winner 
Forries Waltz, with Limerick's granddam being 
G1 VRC Oaks winner Taj Eclipse. 

Lot 124 Unnamed  
(colt by Pomodoro-Myfunnyvalentine) 
By  the same sire as champion Return Flight 
and this season's G1 Cape Racing Presents 
The Cape Guineas winner Russian Rock, this 
colt is out of the Captain Al sired G3 Sycamore 
Sprint winner and G2 South African Fillies 
Nursery runner up Myfunnyvalentine. The latter, 
in turn, is out of G1 Allan Robertson Fillies 
Championship queen Give Me Five who herself 
is a half-sister to the dam of G1 winning sprinter 
Attenborough and the very promising Al Sakeet. 

-tt 

Pedigree expert lays down Law—from Page 2 
notably US G1 winner Antonoe -winner of four 
races including the G1 Just A Game Stakes.  

 
Out of a daughter of outstanding sire  
Dynaformer, this colt's dam Ixora is a three-
parts sister to the stakes winning dam of G1 
Prix Jean Prat winner Mutual Trust. 
 
This is the same family as the colt's own four 
time G1 winning sire Twice Over, with this colt 
inbred to the great mare Lost Virtue. 
 
Lot 106 Unnamed  
(filly byTrippi-Larking Around) 
By the same sire as this season's G1  
L'Ormarins Queen's Plate winner Jet Dark, this 
filly is a half-sister to five winners including G2 
The Goldrush Derby Run Merchants runner up 
Romi's Boy and Irridescence Stakes second In 
Limine.  
 
Her dam Larking Around, by outstanding  

racehorse and sire Montjeu, is out of a winning 
own sister to Australian G1 winners Anacheeva 
and Headturner and half-sister to New Zealand 
star O'Marilyn. The latter is dam of one of the 
top 2yos in Australia this season in the form of 
G2 Skyline Stakes winner O'President. 
 

Lot 111 Unnamed  
(colt by Querari -Limerick) 
This colt by South Africa's Leading Sire of 
2YOs in 2018-2019 is a half-brother to eight 
winners including exported G1 Cape Guineas 
winner Noah From Goa and the stakes placed, 
six time winner Dunraven. His Allez France 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

Lot 111 

Lot 124 

mailto:joknowles.ems@gmail.com
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PRESS RELEASE 

Inquiry – Jockey Piere Strydom 

  
The National Horseracing Authority  
confirms that at an Inquiry held in  
Johannesburg on 10 March 2021, Jockey Piere 
Strydom was charged with a contravention of 
Rule 62.2.2.   
 
The particulars being that he failed 
to ride FORT ANNE, in a competent and 
professional manner when he struck Jockey 
Muzi Yeni, the Rider of NETTA, with his crop in 
the concluding stages of Race 4 at the Vaal 
Racecourse on 28 January 2021. 
  
Jockey Strydom pleaded not guilty to the 
charge. 
  
The Inquiry Board found Jockey Strydom guilty 
as charged and after considering all factors in 
mitigation, including the manner in which 
Jockey Yeni rode his horse at the time of this 
incident, imposed a penalty of a suspension 
from riding in races for a period of 10 (ten) 
days. 
  
Jockey Strydom waived his Right of Appeal 
against the finding and the penalty imposed 
and has been suspended for a period of ten 
(10) days with effect from 17 March to 26 
March 2021, both dates inclusive. 
 
NHA Press Release ends 
 
Comment: Both Muzi Yeni and Piere Strydom 
can consider themselves extremely fortunate to 
have got out of the rather unsavoury incident at 
the Vaal on January 28 with a mere ten day 
suspension apiece. That day’s stipes report 
states: 
 
In the concluding stages, FORT ANNE (P 
Strydom) was brushed and carried out by NET-
TA (M Yeni) which shifted out away from the 
crop……….. Jockey M Yeni was charged with 
a contravention of Rule 62.2.7 in that he, as the 
rider of NETTA, failed to ensure that he did not 
cause interference to FORT ANNE (P Strydom) 
when he shifted out in the concluding stages.   
 
Jockey Yeni signed an Admission of Guilt and 
is suspended from riding in races for a period 
of ten days. 
 

It reads like an everyday interference case. 
Netta ’shifted out away from the crop’, with   no 
mention of the part Mr Yeni played in  
making sure that Netta shifted.  
 
Interestingly today’s Inquiry Board refers to ‘the 
manner in which Jockey Yeni rode his horse’, 
so clearly took a different view and felt his role 
was far more pro-active.  
 
In turn Strydom’s response was dangerous in 
the extreme, and both parties are guilty of  
reckless acts which endangered fellow jockeys 
in my book.  
   
It also seems nice and tidy that they both  
ended up with the same penalty.  
 
Perhaps  if Mr Yeni had been treated more 
harshly on 28 January, the sanction handed 
down today would also have been a longer 

ban? But that’s pure conjecture of course.  -tt 
  

Ten days for ‘in-running’ altercation 

FILL A SPACE LIKE THIS, HERE, 
FOR THE PRICE OF A FACE MASK! 

mail: editor@turftalk.co.za 

mailto:editor@turftalk.co.za
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Apart from Erupt, who we examined the  
other day, the balance of the Robertson 
farm’s CPYS draft is made up of yearlings 
sired by some of South Africa's best and 
most promising stallions including Silvano, 
Pomodoro, Querari, Vercingetorix, Twice 
Over and William Longsword. 

 LOT 33: CATTALEYA (Silvano x Catraz, by 
Captain Al) Cattaleya’s dual winning dam is a 
Captain Al full-sister to G1 Premier's Champion 
Stakes runner-up Captain In Charge, and half-
sister to the Silvano sired champion, and dual 
G1 winner, Aslan. Silvano has excelled when 
mated to mares by Al Mufti (the sire of Captain 
Al), with this cross having produced such  
notable G1 winners as Al Sahem, Bold Silvano 
and Kings Gambit. 
  
LOT 35: COLLOIDAL GOLD (Gold Standard x 
Cavalleria, by Galileo) Gold Standard's eagerly 
awaited first crop of yearlings include Collodial 
Gold - a colt from the same female line as  
impressive recent Ruffian Stakes winner Under 
Your Spell and 2021 G2 Endeavour Stakes 
winner Counterparty Risk. Colloidal Gold is out 
of winning Galileo mare Cavalleria, a half-sister 
to the G3 winning dam of G1 Canadian  
International winner Sarah Lynx and group  
winners Steel Prince and Sugar Boy. 

LOT 40: COSMIC EVENT (Querari x Cosmic 
Dream, by Silvano) By the same sire as current 
sprint star Rio Querari, and more than 40 other 
black-type horses, Cosmic Event is one of the 
hottest prospects on offer at this year's Cape 
Premier Yearling Sale. Not only is the Querari 
colt a full-brother to G2 The Debutante winner 
Cosmic Light, but he is also a half-brother to 
current unbeaten two-year-old star Cosmic 
Highway, an impressive winner of both his first 
two starts, including the G3 Cape Of Good 
Hope Nursery. 
  
LOT 50: DREAMT I COULD FLY (Silvano x 
Dawn Chorus, by Giant's Causeway) Bred on 
the same Silvano/Giant's Causeway cross as 
G1 Gauteng Chris Gerber Summer Cup winner 
Zillzaal, Dreamt I Could Fly is a full or half-sister 
to four winners, including the talented pair of 
Owlinthetree and Dawn Raid. Her dam Dawn 
Chorus, by multiple champion US sire Giant's 
Causeway (the broodmare sire of more than 
150 black-type winners), is herself a half-sister 
to two black-type horses including champion, 
and G1 July Cup runner up, Lincoln Dancer. 
 
LOT 61: FLIGHT PATTERN 
(Pomodoro x Flight Zone, by Jet Master) Flight 
Pattern was sired by a son of multiple  
champion sire Jet Master (Pomodoro) and is 
out of the six time winning Jet Master mare 
Flight Zone. The latter, in turn, is a half-sister to 
globetrotting July winning champion Bold  
Silvano, subsequently the sire of G1 winning 
sprinter Bold Respect, as well as to the dam of 
G3 winning millionaire Silvan Star. 
 
 LOT 102: LE MANS (Wylie Hall x La Chouette, 
Western Winter) Half-brother to G1 winning 
sprinter Absolute Genius, former G1 SA Derby 
and Champions Challenge winner Wylie Hall  
has made his mark as the sire of graded stakes 
winners Twilight Moon and Wylie Wench. He is 
also responsible for the well-bred colt Le Mans 
- whose dam La Chouette is a full-sister to OK 
Grand Challenge and Tankard winner Winter's 
Night. (to Page 10) 

Maine Chance has powerful sales draft  

Lot 33 
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LOT 104: LORD WILLIAM (William Longsword 
x Lady Seymour by Silvano) With some  
exceptionally well-bred juveniles yet to  
represent him this season, William Longsword 
looks poised for a potentially successful career 
at stud. A half-brother to G1 winning sprinter 
Real Princess, William Longsword is the sire of 
Lord William-whose dual winning Silvano sired 
dam, Lady Seymour, is a half-sister to three 
black-type horses, notably the G1 winning 
champion Historic Lady. 

 
LOT 113: LITTLE FASHIONATA (Silvano x 
Little Fastnet, by Fastnet Rock) Little 
Fashionata is a regally bred full or half-sister to 
two winners. She is out of the Fastnet Rock 
mare Little Fastnet - a half-sister to G2 Flying 
Childers Stakes-winning sire Requinto and to 
the dams of G3 winners Last Kingdom and  
Lilikoi. Little Fastnet herself is out of G1  
Phoenix Stakes-winning champion Damson (a 
granddaughter of Sadler's Wells), and three-
parts sister to the granddam of high-class  
two-year-old of 2020, Cadillac. 

 
LOT 118: MRS ALWAYS RIGHT (Twice Over x 
Masked Lady, by Casey Tibbs) Twice Over's 
daughter Mrs Always Right, bred on the same 
Twice Over/Casey Tibbs cross as multiple 
champion Do It Again, is out of Masked Lady, 
one of the best of her generation at two, who 
ran third in both the G1 Golden Slipper and G1 
Allan Robertson Championship. 
 
LOT 135: PEACH DAIQUIRI (Vercingetorix x 
Pomona, by Querari) Peach Daiquiri is a 
daughter of Querari's dual-winning daughter 
Pomona. The latter, in turn, is a half-sister to 
triple graded stakes winner and G1 Vodacom 
Durban July runner-up, Punta Arenas - sired, 
like Vercingetorix, by Silvano. Pomona's own 
dam Peru is a Candy Stripes half-sister to 
champion filly, and multiple G1 winner Paraca. 
 
LOT 138: PORQUE TE VAS (Querarix Pritti, by 
Trippi) Oasis Dream's champion son Querari is 
represented here by Porque Te Vas, a filly 
whose dam Pritti is a Trippi half-sister to the 
stakes-winning Plano. Bred on the same cross 
as G1 winner Lobo's Legend, Pritti is herself a 
daughter of G3 Magnolia Handicap runner-up 
Paramo - a half-sister to multiple G1 winning 
champion Paraca. 
 
LOT 141: QUANDARY (Vercingetorix x Quippi, 
by Trippi) Out of a winning daughter of champi-
on sire Trippi, Quandary's granddam is an 
Anabaa half-sister to three European stakes 
winners as well as to the stakes-placed dam of 
champion, and leading South African sire, 
Querari and the latter's high-class siblings, 
Quasillo and Quidura. 
 
LOT 152: SASSARI (Pomodoro x Scintilla, by 
Silvano) From one of the best families in the 
South African stud book, Sassari is a half-
brother to three winners, including the stakes-
placed Sequined, and this season's promising 
two-year-old Sheldon. The latter won first time 
out, before going on to finish third in the G3 
Cape Of Good Hope Nursery two starts later. 
 
LOT 159: SCALLYWAG (Pomodoro x Silver 
Dream, by Tiger Hill) Scallywag is out of the 
winning Tiger Hill mare Silver Dream - a half-
sister to G2 KRA Fillies Guineas winner Santa 
Clara, G3 Politician Stakes-winning sire Horizon 
and two other black-type horses. His granddam, 
Shina, is a full-sister to German Horse Of The 
Year Silvano, champion sire five times, to date, 
in South Africa. capethoroughbredsales.com 

  Maine Chance draft –from Page 8 

Lot 102 

Lot 113 
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Nicky Bartlett’s Danika Stud brings a strong 
Ideal World colt to De Grendel Estate for 
Sunday’s Cape Premier Yearling Sale. 
 
He’s Lot 174, by Ideal World from the winning 
Captain Al mare Summer Solstice whose first 
foal died, the second is a two-year-old and the 
third an unraced three-year-old. 
 

With every chance that a daughter of this top 
broodmare sire can produce some quality  
winners, her colt, named Wonderworld, is well 
worth a look. 
 
“He’s a good-looking specimen and he walks 
beautifully,” noted Bartlett. 
 

capethoroughbredsales.com 

Danika wants (to sell) an Ideal World 
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The CTS Golf Day took place at Atlantic Beach in Melkbosstrand on Wednesday.  

 
And while the day itself produced an unseasonal Cape summer storm of rare force (see CTS flags 
above), that didn’t deter the intrepid clubsmen who hit the course, as the following pictures show.  

 Swinging in the rain at CTS Golf day 
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The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

Craig Kieswetter shows off the swing of a former England cricketer (above), while Sean Tarry and 
Brett Crawford anxiously follow the trajectory of their handiwork.  

 Swinging in the rain -from Page 14 
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At the end of the day the winning positions in the better ball pairs format were:  
1  Hendrik Winterbach & Emile Skuce (Winterbach Stud) 
2 Tony Amaro & Grant Knowles (Cape Thoroughbred Sales) 
3 Dayne Allenbrook & Seth Perreira (Snaith Racing). –tt 

Swinging in the rain-from Page 16 
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 The CTS Cape Premier Yearling Sale at De 
Grendel Estate on 14 March has received an 
innovative boost which will complement the 
live auction and strengthen the buyers’ 
bench, by allowing bidders from all parts of 
the world to participate, in real time. 
 
CTS will be joining forces with the South  
African online auctions company Meerkat, a 
leader in the field, having conducted over 50 
large cattle and game sales in the last year, all 
with seamless efficiency. 
 
Ro’an van Tonder, owner of Meerkat, said that 
his company had cut online delays down to “a 
split second” using the latest technology, and 
that their UPS-driven platform is not affected by 
power outages.  
 
“We have connected buyers around the globe 
to live cattle and game auctions, even in  
remote farm areas, so we are well geared up 
for our first thoroughbred sale, and excited to 
be involved.” 
 
Auctioneer Andrew Miller said: “Auction sales 
have changed since the advent of Covid-19 
and we have all had to adapt, but it’s safe to 
say that this kind of technology is of high value 
to buyers and sellers.  
 
“Buyers who are not able to attend the sale can 
watch or listen online, and make their bids at 
lightning speed.” 
 
Miller added: “The online offering is supported 
by Meerkat team members who are physically 
present at the live sale, one of whom acts as 
an extra bid spotter, focussing only on the bids 
being struck on their platform. 
 
“I, as the auctioneer, perform my customary  
duties on the podium, while interacting with the 
Meerkat representative in his capacity as a bid 

spotter.  There is no lag time waiting for online 
bids to come through. When they do, they  
reflect instantly, to compete with the bids struck 
in the live arena.” 
 
Grant Knowles, Marketing and Bloodstock  
Director for CTS, reminded buyers who will not 
be at the live sale, that they should register  
before 13 March on the Meerkat website,  
www.meerkatonline.co.za  
 
For more information:   
Grant Knowles : grant@cthbs.com 
Amanda Carey : amanda@cthbs.com 
 
Download the Meerkat app to register (before 
13 March) and to bid on 14 March. 
Samsung and Android: 
 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=za.co.dankospark.meerkat 
 
 iPhone and IOS Apple: 
 
https://apple.co/2yDd362 
 
Or register, bid and follow auctions LIVE on the 
Meerkat website: 
 
▪️https://portal.meerkatonline.co.za/
authentication/login  
▪️ www.meerkatonline.co.za 
 
Meerkat contact details: 
Ro'an van Tonder: 082 567 0069  
Jaap Coetzer: 083 234 9586 (iOS) 
Henno Bakker: 072 458 327 (Android) 

Tutorials Meerkat:How to register 
https://youtu.be/ZzWLPbOwesk  
 
Meerkat-how to bid 
https://youtu.be/SiBFrHk9_4o  
 
 

Online innovation for Cape Premier Sale 

http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
http://www.meerkatonline.co.za
mailto:grant@cthbs.com
mailto:amanda@cthbs.com
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=za.co.dankospark.meerkat
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=za.co.dankospark.meerkat
https://apple.co/2yDd362
https://portal.meerkatonline.co.za/authentication/login
https://portal.meerkatonline.co.za/authentication/login
http://www.meerkatonline.co.za
https://youtu.be/ZzWLPbOwesk
https://youtu.be/SiBFrHk9_4o
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CPYS Graduates dominated-from Page 6 

http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
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Two-time Japanese horse of the 
year Almond Eye has been confirmed in foal 
after being covered by Epiphaneia. 
 
The daughter of Lord Kanaloa, who retired last 
November with nine Grade/Group 1 victories to 
her name, was tested on Wednesday which  
also happened to be her sixth birthday.  
 
Epiphaneia was himself a top-class performer 
on the track, winning the Japanese Leger and 
Cup at three and four and is currently standing 
at Shadai Stallion Station.  
 
The son of Symboli Kris S, a half-brother to 
Japanese 2,000 Guineas hero Saturnalia 
and Asahi Hai Futurity Stakes victor Leontes. 
 
He has enjoyed a successful start to his second 
career with Japanese 1,000 Guineas and Oaks 
heroine Daring Tact his leading progeny.  
 
Epiphaneia is also responsible for Grade 2 
scorer Aristoteles and Grade 3 winner Efforia 
among a handful of Graded-placed runners.  
      
             www.racingpost.com 

Almond Eye tests in foal to Epiphaneia 
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